
n this bright, sunlit scene William shayer senior 
and edward charles Williams have depicted the hive of activity outside 
a berkshire inn. Figures, painted by shayer, can be seen sitting at a table 
outside of the inn, having taken a break from their journeys along the 
rural road. horses and donkeys can also be seen resting and recuperating 

in the foreground, before they have to continue their arduous journeys. The 
road is evidently a busy thoroughfare and the inn is doing an excellent trade as 
travellers stop for refreshment. The clientele appears quite varied, from drivers 
of large wagons, to the old woman who has had to pause on her journey, the 
large basket of eggs beside her having proved too heavy. From the foreground 
scene the eye is led directly back into the work by the tree-flanked road, along 
which walks a drover as he herds his cattle away into the distance.

shayer and Williams often collaborated together, with shayer 
contributing the staffage to William’s landscape, as is the case in the 
present work. the majority of their collaborations are comparable 
depictions of halts at rural inns, such as Outside the Bell Inn (fig. 1). in 
terms of both subject and composition the works are very similar, as we 
see a variety of diverting figures outside an inn, in the foreground. this 
scene is set in a beautiful rustic landscape, which stretches back into the 
picture along a rural road. these pictures are idyllic images of the english 
countryside, with their sunny landscapes and harmonious depictions of 
resting travellers, and they convey both shayer’s and Williams’ love of 
rural life.

shayer was a prolific landscape painter whose work falls into two 
distinct categories; coastal scenes, and arcadian interpretations of rural 
life in southern england, for which he is best known. he often depicted 
peasants and farmers, who convey an optimistic and idealised vision 
of working class life in the english countryside. shayer was born in 
southampton and was entirely self-taught. in his early years he worked as 
a coach painter, before becoming an extremely successful landscape artist. 
examples of his work are in most of the major british museums and 
galleries, and as brian stewart and mervyn cutten say ‘if not unrivalled, 
William shayer is, at his best, unsurpassed as a painter of the rural life 
of his period’.¹

Williams came from a family of artists and received his early training 
from his father, and both of their work demonstrates an admiration of 
early Dutch landscape art. the woodland works of father and son are 
easily and often confused, although the younger Williams was a superior 
draughtsman. his collaborations with shayer helped him develop a more 
individual style in the second half of his career, and his charming paintings 
frequently show woodland scenes bathed in soft morning light.
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¹ stewart, b. & cutten, m., The Shayer Family of Painters (F. lewis, london, 1981), 
p. 30.




